
Two Color Strip Quilt

Measures 62 x 74 inches. 
Use a scant ¼ inch seam allowance when sewing all of the blocks in this pattern. 

B1



 You will need two red 2 ½ x 8 ½ inch strips, one 2 ½ x 8 ½ inch beige strip, and 
two 2 ½ x 6 ½ inch red strips. Sew the three 8 ½ inch strips together red, beige, 
and then red.

Sew the other two strips to the top and bottom of that block. It should look like the 
block below and measure 6 ½ x 12 ½ inches. You need to make 20 of these blocks. 

B2
To make the top half of this block you need two 2 ½ x 8 ½ inch beige strips and 
one 2 ½ x 8 ½ inch red strip.  Sew the three 8 ½ inch strips together beige, red, 
beige.

 Then sew the two 2 ½ x 6 ½  inch beige strips to the sides so that it looks like this.



To make the four patch block on the bottom left  you will  need two 3 ½ inch 
squares of red and beige blocks. Sew one red and beige 3 ½ inch block together. 
Iron towards the red fabric. Repeat this step with the other two 3 ½ inch square 
blocks. Sew the two 3 ½ x 6 ½ inch strips together like above to make the 6 ½ 
inch square four patch block. 

The bottom right square measures 6 ½ inches. Sew this block and the four patch 
squares together. 

It should measure 6 ½ x 12 ½ inches. Sew this to the beige block. Once the blocks 
are sewn together it should measure 12 ½ x 12 ½ inches square. You need to make 
18 of these blocks. 
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You will need a 6 ½ inch red square for the top half of this block. You will need 
two 2 ½ beige squares, a 2 ½ inch red square, and two 2 ½ x 6 ½ inch beige strips 
to make the bottom half. Sew a 2 ½ inch red and beige square together. Iron the 
seam toward the red square. Then sew the other 2 ½ inch beige square to the strip 
like this. Sew the 2 ½ x 6 ½ inch strips to the side to make this. 

Sew the 6 ½ inch red square to the top of this block. Make 3 of these blocks.

 

B4

Make one of these block. To make the four patch block you will need two 3 ½ inch 
squares of red and beige blocks. Sew one red and beige 3 ½ inch block together. 
Iron the seam towards the red fabric. Repeat this step with the other two 3 ½ inch 
square blocks. Then sew the two 3 ½ x 6 ½ inch strips together like above to make 
the 6 ½ inch square four patch block. 
 
Sew a 2 ½ inch red and beige square together. Iron the seam toward the red square. 



Then sew the other 2 ½ inch beige square to the strip. Sew the 2 ½ x 6 ½ inch 
strips to the side. It should measure 6 ½ inches and look like this. 

Sew this block and the four patch block together like this.

Here is how to place the blocks. It is best to work in rows so that you don't get 
confused. 
Row 1:

B1                B2                  B1           B2                  B1             B2                B1

Row2:

B2                       B1           B2                   B1             B2                   B1         B3 



Row3:

B3          B1       B2                        B1          B2                    B1         B2

Row 4:

B1           B2                       B1         B2                      B1          B2                  B1

Row 5:

B2                        B1                B2                 B1        B2                    B1         B3

Row 6:

B4           B1            B2                   B1         B2                      B1          B2



Then sew row 1 and 2 together, then row 3 and 4, and finally row 5 and 6.

You will have three sections left to sew together. Sew 1 to 2 and then 3 to that. In 
the picture I have a 1 inch binding. You can add a border to yours to make it 
bigger. 


